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HEBREWS, FIRST CLEMENT, AND THE 
PERSECUTION OF DOMITIAN 

DONALD W. RIDDLE 
1l1'IVBIUIIT1' o• ORIOAGO 

,l complete picture of the growth of early Christianity is not 
.1i.. available. While the materials descriptive of certain of the 
Pauline communities are such as to permit the reconstruction 
of their backgrounds, the perception of modes of expansion, 
and the understanding of certain of their situations in the 
growth of isolated sections of the movement, for other data 
the sources are disappointingly meagre. In these cases it is for 
the most part only when some crisis arises that particular 
reflection bf given situations touches streams of tradition so 
that information is available. It has so occurred that while the 
usual, unambiguous, habituated, and workaday behavior of 
Christian groups is taken for granted and does not become 
the eubject for extended description, the untoward, unusual, 
and unpredictable situations produce literary reflection afford
ing now and again a glimpse of contemporary life; a glimpse 
which, though it is but fragmentary, is of immense significance. 
To be B111·e, the situations of crisis would not be met were it 
not that the capacity of ordinary life is capable of rising to 
the occasion, and it follows that from these abnormal situations 
one is able sometimes to recover to aome extent that picture 
of common life. The New Testament student may consider 
himself fortunate that, since the sources for the early periods 
of Ohristianity are relatively abundant and homogeneoua, by 
the utilization of proper methods he may accomplish much in 
the recovery of the story of the early days, even though the 
information is somewhat sketchy. 
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One of the most poignant of the periods of crisis in early 
Christianity was that of the persecution of Domitian. Just 
how critical the situation was for these comparatively weak 
groups, which had as yet little consciousness of unity, may be 
inferred from the degree to which the unpopularity of Domitian 
made its impress upon contemporary life.1 It is to be expected 
that so outstanding a factor should receive considerable attention 
in Christian circles; most directly, of course, on the part of 
those whose misfortune it was to be in positions where they 
suffered from the persecution, but not less interested attention 
from those whose special task was that of the direction of the 
Christian movement. It is hardly surprising that this critical 
situation should have furnished the immediate occasion for 
certain of the books of the New Testament. The science of 
Introduction to the New Testament, particularly since that 
science bas tended more toward the historical and less toward 
the literary-critical point of view, bas more and more adequately 
taken this situation into account, and, in view of contributory 
investigations, is recognizing the influence of the persecution 
of Domitian upon the New Testament writings. It is not un
common now to find this event discussed in connection with 
the books of Revelation, Hebrews, and 1 Peter. Some years 
ago Professor Goodspeed presented in this J ow·nal I the hypo
thesis that 1 Clement is to be taken in connection with 
Hebrews; that 1 Clement was, in fact, called forth by Hebrews. 
Presently, as the hypothesis of Cadbw·y (that the purpose 
expressed in Luke's preface is so definitely apologetic that 
Luke-Acts is to be taken as a defence designed to instruct, 
not a catechumen, but an official of the State 3) is taken into 
account in connection with the further good grounds for the 
Domitianic date of Luke-Acts, the critical relations existing 
between Christians and the State will be perceived as the 
effective cause for the appearance of this work in the reign 
of Domitian. As one interrogates this fairly large corpu, of 

t Compare the deoiaive diatinotion made at this point in Snetoniu■' 
Liou of tAc Cauar,. 

1 Jounial of Biblical litera"'", 80 (1911): 1117-160, 
• 7'Ac ~oritor, June 11121: 481--"1. 
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literature in relationship to this early crisis, the importance of 
the situation for early Christianity and the emerging picture of 
Christianity thus gained are recognized to be of the utmOlt 
importance. 

It is the purpose of the present study to B11Bemble the 
materials presented by Hebrews and 1 Clement which reflect 
persecution, and to obsene the fun~tion of these works in 
view of the Domitianic situation. To be sore, no one would 
attempt to defend the hypothesis that control in penecntion 
is the sole purpose of these works. Perhaps this is uot even 
the main purpose. But it is donbtless defensible that this situation 
is the element of immediate necessity in their production; 
the isolating force effecting their precipitate. Doubtlesa 
the dogmatic interest in higher instruction acconnts for the 
major volume of Hebrews, and it may be that the ultimate 
purpose of 1 Clement is to impose the Roman form of govern
ment upon an eastern church, but however effective these 
interests may be, it is unescapable that persecution was the 
matter of vital and primary importance. The necessity for 
leadership to make itself felt in this situation can be expreased 
only in terms of primacy and vitality. The crisis met, 
instruction and organization might be furthered, but the meeting 
of the crisis is first necessary. Indeed, in these earlier days 
there was no essential difference between what must necessarily 
be accomplished in these experiences and that which had to be 
accomplished in subsequent persecutions. The leaden bad to 
control their followers. Thns Cyprian, writing his epistles with 
this primary purpose in mind, was doing what the unknown 
author nf Hebrews was doing, while there is somethir,g almost 
pathetic in the likeness of the response which the Roman 
church made to Cyprian and that which 1 Clement made to 
Hebrews, though, to be sure, the likeness does not extend to 
other particulars. 

But what did Hebrews and 1 Clement do in this situation? 
The background of Hebrews which may be inferred is that 
of the Roman church, which, in the period following its suc
cessful weathering of the storm of the N eronic persecution 
and its aubsequent care for its humble and its notable martyn, 
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had become matter of fact and unimaginative in its prosperity 
and its success. A generation of peace had habituated life into 
ease and into normal, UBUal, and steady expansion. It had 
brought numbers and extension of influence, and with these a 
distribution of vitality incurring its diminution of depth. It 
would doubtless be fair also to infer that, in coming to terms 
with the environment of the great capital city, in capturing its 
following the church .;ad itself been captured by it. At any 
rate, the writer of Hebrews views the situation with alarm. 
Now that Domitian's decrees had involved Christians it was 
imperative that instruction and exhortation be brought to bear. 
Quality was to be desired with numbers and Hebrews sets itself 
to the task of producing this quality; to awaken the sluggish 
group so that behavior of the desired nobility would be avail
able in the crisis. Evidently the church addressed ho.d a fairly 
large roster of officials: these must be summoned to leadership. 
Attitudes of loyalty to the group must be engendered, else in 
the face of the alternative before the group the weak would 
abandon their cult fellowship to resume the old loyalty to rites 
approved by the State. Very likely the greater difficulty of 
promulgating the imperial cult in Rome made the conflict less 
seveTe than in the outlying regions; Revelation can name one 
mart3T from Pergamum and pictures a host of murdered saints 
in heaven, while Hebrews notes that as yet there had been 
no death in the group addressed. Nevertheless the action of 
Domitian had resulted in a sufficiently serious situation for 
the church that something must be done to control the atti
tudes with which it was being met and the tendencies which 
were growing up. It was to such a task that the writer of 
Hebrews set himself. 

God, says the writer, has recently spoken with a voice of 
special potency. It is necessary to heed this message, which, 
given through Jesus, was reiterated by them that heard it and 
was so remarkably confirmed. How might one escape if he 
neglected so great a salvation? It was by no inconsiderable 
person that the message was given, so that those at present 
holding it ought, following the example of the original spokes
man, hold fast the confession (&,.co.\oi4). Great as were the 
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heroes of old Israel, this one was greater. It is, howner, • of 
the utmost necessity to check BUCh Calling away (cmia-rij,lu) as 
was incipient. This is to be done by constant exhortation. 
So to hold fast is to become partaken of Christ. Were not 
difficulties always inevitable in the history of a faith? The 
desired tranquillity is indeed a prize, which was prefigured by 
the pronouncement of Scripture. ButJesns is the great example, 
and one must, having him in mind, hold fast the confession 
(,q,a.,;;,,- ff/'' &µoA"'ffa,,), The special significance of Jesus aa 
e:1ample was that he had in every manner participated in 
each human trial. being acquainted with all human infinniti811. 
It is in this light that one is to think of him as the great 
High Priest. He in his days of human experience had faced 
death; had faced it with prayers, supplications, strong crying, 
and tears, yet with a son's obedience. Indeed, he learned 
obedience by his suffering. He thus became the author of the 
faith which thoae of today were promulgating. The message 
of the writer is offered with misgiving, since he is aware that 
the gronp to which he writes is dull of hearing-yea, the 
group which by virtue of its former glory should be a teacher 
of others actually stands in need of instruction in first prin
ciples! Yet the more advanced teachings are undertaken. 
Items of the faith are cited, with the warning that falling 
away (,rap,i,rwo""') from them will result in impossibility of 
repentance and restoration, since BUCh behavior amounts t.o 
the recrucifi.xion (al'GOT'llvpowna,) of J 8S1lll, and putting him t.o 
shame. The writer has hope that the readers will keep the 
faith, and exhorts them to imitate (l"lffT""') those who through 
faith and patience inherit the promises. God's own affirmation 
is the great sanction and encouragement, which haa proven 
a sure anchor to those who have taken advantage of it, and 
in 80 doing Jesus was the forerunner. Now in the Alexandrian 
manner the inherent BUperiority is proven. He is the great 
and ever-abiding High Priest, after a new order, whose blood
offering was none other victim than himself. This is the newneea 
and the superiority of his covenant. It is not 80 different from 
the old that it might be accomplished without blood, but the 
blood waa that of Christ, so that his t.estament is that or his 
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death, his holy place being heaven. Through his blood he 
made the necessary sacrifices for sin, so that hie follower may 
through this means enter into that holy place. Indeed, this 
the readers are exhorted to do; the means being offered them 
they must will to accept, holding fast the confession of the 
hope, that it waver not (mTw,>p,& Tqi, &1u,>..oylav ,-ijf l\,r~ cLw.ij), 
since he is faithful that promised. They al'e exhorted to provoke 
one another to good works, not forsaking the fellowship of the 
congregation. Again the writer warns that falling away renders 
restoration impossible; it is so serious that it amounts to 
spurning God's Son and despising the blood covenant. This 
cannot but be followed by fearful punishment. May not the 
remembrance of a former similar expel'ience inspirit to greater 
zeal? Then their behavior was exemplary; now they have 
need of patience. Perhaps examples of olden time may prove 
to he helpful: note then the succession of heroes from Abel 
to those of today, see what suffering these willingly endured 
for the sake of the as yet unrealized reward. More than this, 
noto Jesus as the author and the perfector of this faith, who 
for the joy that was before him endured the cross, despising 
shame, who has therefore gained his reward. There is then 
a whole company of martyrs (.pap-r6,,.,.v), who ought as examples 
to incite all patiently to run the course which is set before. 
After all, no one, as yet, has been forced to resist to blood; 
such suffering as has been experienced may be regarded as 
the chastening from God such as every father visits upon his 
children; it will result in gain if heartened persistence is 
pursued. Care must be taken that the integrity of the group 
is maintained. There may be no defilement, for the exacting 
refinement of God is like unto fire. In a final section practical 
matters are considered, and again the readers are urged to 
imitate <,u,uin6,) the faith of their former teachers. Again the 
auft'erings of Jesus are cited, and the work closes with a prayer 
for peace and the good issue of the situation. Appended is a 
note that Timothy has been set at liberty. 

In noting the distribution of these conceptions the valid 
method is to note their function in view of similar efforts made 
in the aubsequent literature on martyrdom. This voluminous 
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literature was produced iu situatioDB eaentially similar, 
but under the advantage that the issues were perfectly under
stood, 80 that methods of dealing with the State in persecution 
might be applied conscioUBly. Basic in the efforts put forth 
by the church in meeting persecution ia the purpose of control, 
and control was effected by the definite application of certain 
effective sanctions (the example of Jesus, the example of 
apostolic leaders, reward, punishment, etc.), direct exhortation, 
indirect imagery (apocalyptic), and by the development of 
sentiments and attitudes. In the process a specialized technique 
and terminology grew up. In Hebrews all these items 
appear, although in many to be cited as charaeteriatic 
the epistle maintains a decidedly primitive position. However . 
this may be, note the phenomena as they appear in the 
examples. As in the wide range of the literature wboee 
purpose is control in persecution, there ia the use of the 
sanction of example. We desi• ,1 thal each one of you may 
show the same diligence unto the f ulneBB of hope even unto the 
end, tliat ye be not sluggish, but imitators of t11em who through 
faith and patience Cp,p.vr,,l & ,wv &a ,rurratf m2 ,_,.Jh,fUll'I) 
inherit the promiBtB.• .Remember Uiem that liad the rule Oller 

you, men that Bp<ilre unto you the word oj Goil, and, considering 
the issue of their life, imitate their faith ~ 'l"I" rmw).6 

Now, such imitation was one of the great points of the works 
on exhortation to martyrdom. For example, compare 1 Clement: 
Let us also be imitators ~) of those who went about 'in 
the skins of goats and sheep' heralding the coming of Christ,• the 
following being a series of examples in the manner of Hebrews 11. 
The Martyrdom of Polycarp ia written for encouragement to 
martyrdom; it cites the example of its hero's death as a 
martyrdom according to the gospel, and Polyca.rp as a hero 
whose martyrdom all desire to imitate C,,.,Uiu6a.&).7 In the rhetor
ical Life and Passiot1 of Cyprian it is said that the martyr 
thus running through the examples of all good men, by always 

, HebreWI, 6 1L 

I OJI• cit., Jlh, 
• 1 Clement, 17 1. 

T Jlarlyrdof,I of Polycarp, 19 •• 
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imitating those who were better than others, he made himself 
al8o worthy of imitation.8 So, too, •he pseudo-Cyprianic Praise 
of MarlyrdDM says: He said this (alluding to Paul's exhort.ation 
to imitation of himself) who suffered, at1d wl,o suffered/or this 
cause that tlwough him we might imitate ChrisL • So clearly 
does this attitude toward martyrdom function that it may 
truly be said, as Krilger points out, that of the elements in 
the conception of the z,,,.. p.aprvp,w the idea that the martyrs 
are p,JJ,,ra1. ,cal l"l'vr..2 'l'ov 1n1pfuv is decisive. 10 

It may fairly be said that in Hebrews there is a usage of 
the term l.po).o-yfa. which approaches the technical usage of 
the word and the conception in the later literature on martyr-

- dom. From this literature it may readily be seen that the 
crux of the problem which was presented to the church by 
persecution was the securing of the confession. Once the 
confession were made there were other modes of maintaining 
the resolution and of confirming the mind of the confessor; 
there were modes of entrance into the prisons by means of 
which encouraging visits might be made o.nd comforts of 
various sorts obtained for the imprisoned martyrs-designate. 
The primary effort was to secure the confession, and to this 
end definite technique was applied. It is not to be BUpposed 
that Hebrews marks the fully developed attitude in this 
tendency, but is does appear that it is in the line of the 
final process. For example, Jesus is cited as the apostle and 
High Priest of our conf ession.U The readers of the epistle 
are exhorted: Let tcs hold fast the confession.'9 There is an 
occurrence of the term in BUCh a context as to make it 
unmistakable that a definite content was intended for the 
word: Let us maintain the oon/888ion of the hope unwaveringly, 
fur 11e who has given the promise is f aithf uJ,. B11 observi,ig 
one another, let us arouse ourselves to rival one another's love 
and good deeds, not abandoning our meeting together, as is 

• Life attd Pamon of Cypria11, 8. 
1 111 Prailt of Martyrdom, 5111. 

10 Ham1rtl Tlicologieal Bnieto, 1, (llllll): 301. 
11 Hebrew,, 8 1. 

IS~ cit.,'"• 
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the custom of some; but lee ua eneourage one anolh,r, all lM 
more as you see the Day is coming near.JI Here the confeaion 
of the hope is admitted to be at the point of wavering; it ia 
therefore the task of the epistle to bring the read.en to the 
point of etedfastness. In immediate connection the sanetion 
of Jesus' example is wied, and the influence of the group 
upon one another is recognized. The high value of &1111611lbly 
is apreesly urged, quite as in the point Bimilarly made by 
Tertullian: .And when is tru.rt in God more strong, fa1111 
when there is a greater fear of him, and when Jlffll6Clllio,, 
breaks out? Then is faith more eealm.uJ in preparldion, au 
better diacipline.J in fasts, and meetings, and prayers. . . There 
is no room, in fact, for aught but fear and hope. u All this is 
highly significant as an attempt to control in the Bituation 
of persecution. Still stronger is the content of a later item, 
when, in immediate connection with the uee of Jeeue' BUfrering 
as a sanction, the appeal is made that, since Jeeue eufrered 
without the gate, Let us therefore go out to him withom the 
camp, bearing his reproach. . . . Through him let us <If er up a 
sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is, the fruit of lips 
which make confession to his name (&po~ T<p <Wllpan cwroii).15 

It is similarly that the entire method of exhortation in the 
Epistle operates. The epistolary method readily lends itself 
to exhortation; the direct application at this point may be 
noted as a distinction of method from the Apoealypee. 
Hebrews is hortatory to a high degree. However, the point 
of emphasis here is upon the particular matter to which 
exhortation is directed; namely, the preservation of the faith. 
Not only in the quasi-technical use of t.,u,A.tryla is this to be 
seen, but also in the various exhortations to faithfulnma. 
There seems to be a definite content aesumed for this attitude, 
and a specific sense attached to its maintenance in 1111Ch con
ceptions as represented in the following: ... Christ .. whot,e 1aoue 
we are, if we maintain our boldn• and the glmyir,g of ow 

11 Hebn,n, 1011-11. 
u Teriallian, ad Jlariyra, 1. 
11 Hebrew■, 1811. 
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hope firm to the mcl.11 Take heed, brothers, led per"hapa there 
shall be in any one oj you an evil heart of unbelief, in falling 
away (~), but e:i:horl one another day by day, so long 
as it is called today, 1.tst any one of you be hardened by the 
deceitjulnes, of sin, /or we are become partakers of Christ, if 
we maintain the beginning of our COfffidence firmly to Che end.17 

If it does not appear that the usage of dricrrla is quasi
technical, it will hardly be questioned that such is the usage 
of &.roOTiji,cu, especially when it is recalled that there is a 
passage of some length in which such "apostasy" is described. 
In the manner in which partaking of Christ is made con
ditional upon the stedfast maintenance of the previously begun 
confidence there is a subtle but elfective use of the sanction 
of reward. It is hardly necessary to call attention to the 
specific content put into the term rums· in the great passage 
whose climax is AU these, having had witness borne to them 
01rough faith. . . . Therefore let WI also, seeing that we are 
compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, run with 
sted,fastness the race ,et before us, looking to Jesus, the leader 
and completor of our faith . . .,18 nor its connection with the 
exhortation to similar experience in maintaining it. 

The most significant teaching of Hebrews which functions 
with 'special similarity to the martyrological literature is the 
presentation of Jesus as martyr. This thought is evenly 
distributed throughout the book. For example, there is the 
statement that We behold Jesus. . . crowned with glory and 
honor because he suffered death, so that by the favor of God 
he should ta8te of death for everyone. For it became him, for 
whom are all things, in bringing many sons to glory, to make 
the leader oj their salvation perfect through suffering.19 Again, 
it appears that the famous teaching of Hebrews 5 becomes 
much more enlightening when recognized as having a special 
purpose as exemplary matt« desigc.ed to control in perse
cution: Jesus has just been presented as High Priest of our 

II Hebrews, 8 1. 

" l!P• cit., a u-11. 

II op, cit., 1101 12 l f. 
11 op. cit. lho. 
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confession, not a high priest who cannot be touched by the 
feeling of our infirmities, but one tempted in a manner aimilar 
to that of our own test, yet without having yielded to sin. 
It is the exhortation of the writer that in 80 presenting him 
the readers may be encouraged to approach Je&1111 for the 
help which they need. Jesus is shown aa a High Priest who 
offered himself for sacrifice, but special point. appears from 
the fact that he did not do 80 without a struggle; that Jeana 
waa himself in an experience of terrific crisis: Who, in lhe 
days of his flesh, having <df ered up prayers and aupplicationa 
with strcmg crging and tear, unto him that waa able to ,ave 
him from death, and having been heard for hit, godly ftar, 
though 11e was a son, yet learned obulience 1,y the things whi,ch 
he suffered. It waa becauae of this voluntarily accepted 
discipline that, having been ,nade perfect, he became unto all 
them that obeg him the author of eternal aalvation. • It appears 
that the teaching here recorded obtains its significance from 
the point which it baa in the situation of persecution. 
Furthermore, it appears that such is the point of the stnm 
upon the ,mrup,urp.mv . •••.•. x•~ ~: may not the &pa,r(a 
here be the sin which, being a special danger for the readers, 
is thrown back into the life of Jesus? In the same manner 
the intimate connection of the section which follows seema to 
point to the use made of the entire conception as directed 
to the control purpose; the writer passes immediately to the 
statement that such conceptions have frequently been proposed, 
but that the present situation of the readers makes it difficult 
for the full purpose to be realized. There can be no doubt 
that this paaaage reveals the main purpose of the letter: to 
bestir to activity a church stunned by the opposition with 
which it is faced. No 8ID&ll element in this plan of the writer 
is the citation of Jesus as proto-martyr. It is in such a 
manner also that Jesus is apoken of in another figure; 
referring to the 11ope ,et before u, the writer mentiona Je&1111 
as the rpl,Bpop.or.11 The mention of the suffering of Jeaua bu 

H Hebrew■, II 7-t. 

11 op. cit, ho. 
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already been noted; it is quite after the manner of the citation 
of an exemplary martyrdom in later literature: Wherefore 
JeJJUB also, in order that he might sanctify the people through 
his blood, BUjfered without the qate.12 But the greatest use of 
Jesus 88 proto-martyr is so well known that the mere mention 
is hardly necea5ary; in the pBSll&ge in which many heroes 
and martyrs of faith are cited 88 examples, with unquestioned 
fitness and a high degree of skill, in a context in which such 
significant terms 88 rlO"l'OS, /Jp,oAoyta., and l"'P'"'/M"' occur and in 
which martyrological works were indubitably used, Jesus is 
presented as the greatest example of o.11. Furthermore, these 
martyrs have their experiences glorified with the important 
qualification that without questioning their witness it is 
nevertheless true that the completion of their confession is 
dependent upon the participation made by the readers of the 
epistle. It is in this highly significant sense that the writer, 
summing up the line of confessions for faith, exhorts the 
readors to fellowship in the noble army with the words: 
Therefore, let us, seeing that we are compassed about with so 
great a cloud of ,.,.,,,ropi,w, lay aside every weight, and the sin 
which so easily besets us, and let us nm &' {m-op.o"'li the <qWN 
set before us, looking to JeBUB, the leader and completor of 
faith (rUl'T&llf), who, for the joy which was set before him, 
endured the cross, despising shame, and sat down at the 
right hand of the throne of God.18 Now, it is urged that not 
only is there here usage which is similar to that of the 
typical martyrological likrature, but that the context shows 
that it is wia.ge in exactly the same function in similar 
situation. Note that the argument finds its climax in Jesus 
as the most notable martyr; it is exactly thus that in the 
later literature on martyrdom various heroes are cited m 
series with Jesus as the chief. Compare the following 
from In Praise of Martyrdom: In Isaiah he was ,awn 
asunder, in Abel he was Blain, in Isaac he was qff ered up, in 
Josep1, he was sold into slatJet'IJ, in man he was crucified. 11 

22 Hebrew,, 18 11. 

23 op. cit., 111 1-1, 

" Poeuclo-Oyprian, In haiae of Jlarlyrdom, 99. 
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But not only is Jesus cited th118 in Hebren, he is cited with 
immediate reference to the reward which he receifed: he 
endured his BUffering for the joy which waa Bel before him .... 
and sat cwwn at the right hand of U.. throne of Gol.. 
But still more eloquent of the writer's purpose is the con
clusion to wich the series of examples is directed. This is 10 

important as to warrant quotation: Jbr conaitler him that 
ludh endured s1u:h gainsaying of sinners against hi....il, that 
ye wax not U'eary, fainting in your souls. Ye haw not yd 
resisted unto blood, strivi11g against ,i,., and ye have furgoffn 
the exhortation which reaaoneth with ym, a, ,o,u,: 

My so11, regard not lighUy the chaste11ing of the Lord, 
Nor fai11t when thou arl reproved of him; 

Fo,- whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, 
.And scourge.th everv son whom he receiwth. 

It is for chasteni,ig that ye e11dure; God dealeth with you tU 

with ions; for what son is there whom his jatlwr chaatensfh 
11ot? But if ye are without chastening, whereof all haw been 
made partakers, the11 ye are bastards a,id not IIOflS, •• Fur they 
indeed for a ftw days chaste,ied us as seemetl good to them, 
but he for our profit, that ,ve ,nay be partakers of his holine,s . 
.AU chasterii-ng seemeth for U1e present to be not joyoua ht 
grievous; yet afterward it yieldeth peaceable fruit unto them 
that have bee11 exerci.sed thereby . .. Wherefore lift up the hands 
that hang down, a,id the palsied lmeea; a11d make straight JIGCh• 
for your feet, that that whic11 is lame be not tuN1ed out of 
the way, but rather be healed."° 

This is the author's reference to the oppression of Domitian. 
It would appear that the action was much 18811 severe in the 
place to which the letter is directed than was true of _the 
provenance of the book of Revelation. This would agree 
satisfactorily with the hypothesis that the Jetter· had Rome 
foi- its destination; it is quite probable that any reaction to 
Domitian's bid for deification was much less prealiing in :ao. 
than in the provinces. Perhaps the 18811 severe llituation might 
be &COOunted for by the period in the action when the letter 
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was sent; i( as is 811ppoaed, Hebrews preceded 1 Clement it 
would be quite UDdentandable that the more severe pressure 
in the picture of 1 Clement was a later reflection of the 
suppression of which Hebrewa was the earlier witness. However 
this may be, the purpose of the writer is manifest. The group 
to which the letter was directed were badly she.ken by the 
action taken against them, ao that the situation was critical 
There WM wavering, indecision, apathy, and even apostasy. 
The group which by some virtue of its position ought of right 
to be exemplary wM M though it were formed of babes who 
needed instruction in the rudiments of faithfulness. When 
another 811Ch situation might be pointed out in which the 
same group had been a model of endurance,21 certainly such 
faithfulness ought to obtain in the present circumstance. In 
consequence the writer proceeds to attack the problem, his 
purpose being to exercise 811Ch control over his readers as 
shall arouse them from their lethargy and stimulate them to 
811Ch behavior as will meet the situation. 

According to Professor Goodspeed's hypothesis, which seems 
to the writer to be the key to the understanding of the 
historical and literary relationships to be perceived in this 
period of the development of early Christianity, Hebrews was 
directed to the church at Rome, and one of its responses was 
1 Clement. As has been remarked, 1 Clement, in its inclusive 
voluminousness, is actuated by a variety of interest.I. One, 
however, which was paramo· nt, was that of asserting the right 
of the Roman church to it.a avowed position of leadenhip, a 
leadership which it had achieved in the persec11tion of Domitian. 
l:t had risen to the occasion, and was now carrying on its 
worthy tradition. The Boman church now purports to be 
instructing the Corinthian congregation, and in ibl m8118age 
it includes, not a few notices of its recent struggle. The refer
ences which it makes indicate close relationship with the Epistle 
to the Hebrews, as may be perceived from its contents. 

The suppreaaion of Domitian is doubtl81111 that to which the 
writer refers when he mentions the sudden and r99CICet.l 

H Hebnwa, 10---. 
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mir{orltcneB and calamiliea which have befallen "'· 17 J mt what the 
situation was in the church addressed is difficult to determine, 
It seems to be a condition of interual strife caaeed bJ IIOlll8 

who dispute the will of others; jlllt how serio111 it wu it is 
impossible to say. But the writer of 1 Clement fean that at 
any rate it may develop into a serioUB situation, and to 
prevent it he writes hie letter, and in a aeries of examplea of 
those who suffered through jealowiy comes finally to hie own 
situation. It is evident that the writer reflects a aituation of 
persecution through which the Roman church had paaaed; 
he offers the sudden and repeated misfortunes and calamities 
as the reason for the delay with which the Corinthian problem 
has been taken up, calls attention to several martyn, some of 
whom may have received their fame from the recent persecution, 
and notes that his own group are in the same arena; 
that the same struggle is before u,.18 But it is the method by 
which this situation is to be met which is most important for 
the purpose of noting the reflection of the Domitianic persecution 
in the letter. The similarity of hie method to that adopted 
by Hebrews is striking. The writer cites a long list of examplES, 
beginning, as Hebrews does, with Abel, and ending with noble 
examples of our own getieration. 19 In the list the central 
thought is about the C~oo; which has precipitated the difficulty 
in the Corinthian church, but the local situation has caused 
the notice also of l&,/,xfhi. It is upon those who amtendell in 
the days nearest to u,; the noble examples of our own generation 16 

that special interest centres. Here Peter and Paul are cited as 
the greatest and most ,-ighteous pillars of the chun:h who were 
persecuted and who contended unto deaUi (~ ,m1 Lr 6-aTDU 
~tl>.:qva.). 11 Peter through unrighteous jea'/Qusy sujf eretl not 
one or two but many trials, and having thu, given his testimony 
(oi'm,, f'IJl""Jp{yrflf) went to the gloriour place which wa, his due.51 

n 1 Clement, l 1. 

H op. cit, 11, 

H OJI, rit., Ii 1. 

10 op. c:it., 5 1, 

II OJI, c:it., Iii. 
12 op. c:it., Ii,. 
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Paul also through the same jealousy and strife shcnt·'ld the 
way to the prize of endurance. 33 A list of his sufferings is 
given, with the note that he gained the noble fame of his 
faith, and that at the conclusion of his labors he ga,:e his 
testifflOfly before the rulers (papTVpqua.s ~,,., .-..v ~yov,..,...,.,), and 
thus passed from the world and was taken ttp into the Hol,y 
Place,-the greatest example of endurance.3

' These two con
spicuous examples are given in response to tbe transition 
from ancient to modern examples: To cease from the exampks 
of old time, let us come to those who contended in the days 
nearest us; let us take the noble exampks of our own generation.~ 
As in Hebrews, exemplary suffering is illustrated in a list of 
ancient and recent examples, but whereas in Hebrews the 
recent examples are mentioned merely in summary and the 
special place is given Jesus, in 1 Clement Peter and Paul 
are cited in detail, and the citation of Jesus comes subsequently 
to the mention of the greater and the humbler of the 
persecuted. The writer thus figuratively notices the treatment of 
many unnamed saints of both sexes: To these men with their 
hol,y Uves was gathered a great multitude of the chosen, who 
were the victims of jealOU81J and qff ered among us the fairest 
example in their endurance under many indignities and tortures. 
Through jeawusy women were rersecuted as Danaids and 
Dircae, suffering terrible and unholy indignities; they stedfastly 
finished the course off aith, and received a noble reu:ard, weal, 
in the body though they were.98 Then, showing that these 
notices are not mere congratulatory reminiscenc@. the writer 
brings the entire matter into his own situation: We are 1wt 
only writing theae things to you, beloved, for your admonition, 
Ind alao to remind ourselves; for we are in the same arena, 
and the same struggle is before us.37 The purpose of the 
citation is admittedly practical; it is urged that vain and 
empty cares be put away, that the great rule of the tradition 

N 1 Clement, II 1. 

H op. eit., h. 
II op. cif,, II 1. 

II OJI• eif., 8 1, L 
IT OJI• cif,, 71, 
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be attended to, that the goal be that which ill pleuing to 
God, and, to secure this end, it ia urged: Lel "'foe our gue 
on the blood of Christ, and let us know Uud it i, pret:iow lo 
his Father, because it was poured out for our salr,tdion.11 

Thus the list of Examples ill completed. J118t how purpcll8f'ul 
the use of these examples was in Hebrews and in 1 Clement 
is proven by the manner in which the custom became norm
ative for later works whose purpose was control in aituatiom 
of persecution. The appeal to the example or Jesua ill olm0111, 
and requires no commenL Similarly utilized was the appeal 
to the example of the apostles; 1 Clement stands at the 
beginning of the process which early operated to celebrate 
the Came of apostles u martyrs.st Clement or Aleundria is 
an intermediate witness to the tendency, as ill Tertullian; the 
ultimate formulation is the voluminous .Acta literature, in 
which with hardly an exception the glorious company of the 
apostles is chief in the noble army of martyrs. Martyrdom 
became the guarantee that one attained apostolic rank; 
Polycarp's constancy won him the fame of an apodolic and a 
prophetic teacher.40 1 Clement ill the fountain-head also of one 
or the famous figures which became a faTorite in the later 
literature in the term &SU,11. Lake notes that the word ia 
almost a technical term for martyrdom; examples are 
numeroUB.41 The use in 1 Clement of the sanction of reward 
is also notable; to the implicit efficacy deliberately attached 
to the authoritative citation of Scripture there ill added the 
conscious appeal in the attention to the glorioUB iasue of 
persecution: as in Hebrews Jesus endured hill rmfl'erings for 
the joy set before him. . . . and sat down at the right hand of 
the throne of God, so in 1 Clement it ill noted that Paul 
was taken up into the Holy Place, Peter went to the glorioul 
plat:e which was his due, and the larger group of leaer 

u 1 Clement, 7 ,. 
11 Cf. Cl. Alex.: Btr- 4 ,, Enaebin1, H. E. 3: 8!I 1, Tartnllian, &.. 

piace, u;, Cyprian, .EpiaUe, 7 11, etc. 
•~ Marlynlo111 of Polyt:a,p, 171. 
u Lake, The lpo,tolic FatMn, 1: 387; cf. Mart. Pol. 18 ■, Teriallian 

&or. B, ae fvg. 1, Cyprian, Ep.116 11, Enaebin■, HE, 6: 11t, ate. 
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martyn received a noble reward.41 The authoritative uae or 
Scripture appears throughout the full range of quotations and 
citations; this is true of the sections which have particular 
reference to the suppression as well as to other passage&, and 
in this characteristic the letter is closely associated with 
Hebrews. It appears that 1 Clement alludes to Hebrews in 
one of the passages in which the similarity is most striking: 
in section 17 the list of Old Testament heroes in introduced 
by the phrase which appears also in Hebrews; Lake edits it 
as a quotation: Let us also be imitators of those who went 
about "in the skim of goats and sheep";" the section closes, 
in Lake's opinion, with an allusion to Hebrews 12 1. 

The allusions to persecution do not, to be sure, make up 
the bulk or the long letter to the Corinthians. But they are 
rather extensively distributed throughout the various sections, 
and in their rather wide range a number of interests appear. 
The suffering of Jesus leads to the extensive quotation of 
Isaiah 53," the persecution of the righteous and the reward 
thereto accruing is discuBSed in very definite terms in a later 
paragraph,0 in the same section there are other examples of 
behavior which is proper in persecution,•• as in Hebrews the 
divine cha11tening is the BUbject of teaching,47 the bitter experi
ences of the persecuted are touchingly alluded to in the prayer,48 

and the isBUe of peace is the BUbject toward the close of the 
prayer ... 

It will not be supposed that persecution functions as the 
sole or even the chief interest or 1 Clement; the present study 
isolated this interest simply because it is the interest which 
illustrates most fully the historical and literary relations with 
Hebrews. It appears to be reasonable to BUppose that the 

II 1 Clement, ii a, 1. 

n op. cit., 17 1, 

41 op. cit., 16 ,. 
" op. cit., 46 ,. a. 
cs op. cit., 46, pauim. 
n op. cit., 56 Ma. 
H op. cit., 69 •. 

" op. ait., 80 '-
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letter does function in this particu1ar manner. The writer of 
Hebrews does not hesitate to say that the church addreaed 
(it is 88111U1led that it is the Roman church) was in dauger 
lest its apathy and sluggishness anfit it for leadenbip in t.he 
cribl8 with which it was faced, and the letter written bad the 
purpose of stirring to activity the group which hail so splen
didly braved the former similar experience. Now 1 Clement 
writes with authority; the Roman church a880Jlles as rightful 

. its position as leader and teacher. It has mft"ered, and its 
experiences have delayed its consideration of the conunon 
problem, but, now that circumstances permit, the gronp takes 
its place worthily as the possessor of the two great martyn, 
and as the church which maintains the standard in the very 
home of the Beast and of the impious man who demands 
recognition as Lewd awl God. 

What are the sources for early Christian life dnring the last 
years of the first century? It is not forgotten that the ground 
involved in the consideration of this question is hotly dispnted. 
A considerable consensus agrees that Revelation is one of the 
sources. Some think, while others deny, that Hebrews and 
1 Peter belong here. The reasons for taking 1 Petur into 
relationship with the persecution of Trajan are weighty.• 
However, it appears to the writer that when New Testament 
Introduction is carried on primarily from the historical point 
of view the sources for the period of Domitian which bear 
relationship to the persecution may be grouped and studied 
with the result that an intelligible picture of early Christianity 
in that period may be derived. Noting the apologetic function 
of Luke-Acts, the later date, bringing this work into the 
period of the Domitianic persecution, becomes not only more 
probable but much more understandable. Revelation illustrates 
the application of apocalyptic to this situation. Hebrews like
wise brings to bear the epistolary form upon the same problem, 
and in response to it 1 Clement appears, functioning in a 
similar manner. To be sure, even the weightiest opinion is 

11 Cf. the article, •Peter, Epiatle1 or• in Ha,tu,g, ~ of tis 
Apo,toUc O\trcA, II: ll01-5I07 (S. J. C-). 
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hesitant in positing the Domitianic date for 1 Clement, 61 and 
any hypothesis will be advanced cautiously; the present study 
wishes to ofl'er for consideration the materials relevant to the 
interest in persecution in Hebrews and 1 Olement in order 
to examine the question of their literary and historical 
relationships and to adduce their materials as possible sources 
for the picture of early Christianity in the persecution of 
Domitian. 

II Cf. Lake, Landmarks of Early 0/wi,lianily, 83, n. 




